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This invention relates to variable resistance devices 
such as potentiometers and, more particularly, relates 
to a rotary type variable resistance device or potentiometer 
that is especially suited to use in multiple or ganged units. 
Accordingly it is an object of the invention to provide 
a case unit which may be assembled with a number of 
similar case units into a composite case assembly that 
is rigid in construction `and accurately aligned and yet 
has the individual case units rotatably adjustable with 
respect to one another. ì 

Another object of the invention is to provide such a 
case unit which is adapted to support a resistance element 
and a rotating shaft. 
A further object of the invention is to provide such 

a case assembly in which cone-pointed set screws are 
mounted in one case unit and are tightened against one 
side of V-shaped grooves in an adjacent case unit in 
order to draw the mating case units together. 
A still further object of the invention is to provide 

end caps and anti-friction bearings for such case units 
which are held in position by similar cone-pointed set 
screws. 

An important object of the invention is to provide a 
rotor for slidably contacting a resistance element and 
a contact ring which may be mounted in conjunction 
with a number of similar rotors on the shaft of a 
variable resistance device and which is adapted to be 
rotatably adjusted on the shaft with respect to the 
other rotors. ‘ 

Another object of the invention is to provide such 
a rotor which may consist of a single piece of resilient 
electrical conducting material. 
A further object of the invention is to provide an 

intermediate housing assembly including a resistance 
element and insulated mounting means which assembly 
is easily handled for the purposes of applying taps, 
shorting sections, testing and the like, and which may 
be inserted into a case as a unit. 

Yet another object of the invention is to provide 
apparatus which is equally suitable for use in single ' 
resistance element potentiometers and multiple resistance 
element potentiometers. 

Another object of the invention is to provide a variable 
resistance device which is inexpensive to manufacture, 
easy to assemble and adjust and rugged, and one that 
can be made very small. For example, certain embodi 
ments of the invention can be made having their maximum 
outside dimensions less than one inch. 
The invention also comprises novel details of construc 

' tion and novel combinations and arrangements of parts, 
which will more fully appear in the course of the fol 
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lowing description. However, the drawings merely show ' 
and the description merely describes preferred embodi 
ments of the present invention as applied to rotary 
variable resistance devices, which are given by way of 
illustration or example only. ’ 

In the drawings: 
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Fig. l is an isometric view, shown partly in section, 
of one embodiment of the invention; 

Fig. 2 is an elevation of the embodiment of Fig. l, 
viewed from the end opposite the shaft extension and 
with the end cap removed; 

Fig. 3 is a longitudinal sectional view of another 
embodiment of the invention; 

Fig. 4 is an enlarged view of a portion of Fig. 3 with 
the set screw loosened; and 

Fig. 5 is a similar view with the set screw tightened. 
Fig. 1 shows a rotary variable resistance device or 

potentiometer having a single resistance element and 
consisting of a casing assembly 10, a front end cap 11, 
a back end cap 12, and a shaft and rotor assembly 13. 
Fig. 3 shows a potentiometer having three resistance 
elements and consisting of three casing lassemblies 10, 
a front end cap 11, a back end cap 14, and a shaft and 
rotor assembly 15. Potentiometers may be assembled 
using the teachings of the invention to have any desired 
number of resistance elementsv by coupling together the 
desired number of casing assemblies 10. 
The casing assembly includes a hollow shell or casing 

17 which may be cylindrical in cross section. A shoulder 
18 is provided at one end of the shell 17 and in the 
embodiment illustrated the shoulder is square in cross 
section, this shape providing for the most accurate 
alignment. The shoulder 18 contains a groove 19 which 
is transverse to the rotational axis of the potentiometer 
and, in the preferred practice of the invention, the 
groove 19 is V-shaped and extends around the entire 
circumference of the cylindrical shell. 
A rim 20 is provided at the end of the shell opposite 

the shoulder 18. The rim 2t) is designed to slide over 
the shoulder of an adjacent shell and in order to obtain 
the best performance of the invention it should be 
dimensioned to provide a tight sliding. lit. The rim 
contains a plurality of radial threaded openings 21 and 
in the embodiment shown in Fig. 2, three openings equally 
spaced around the circumference of the rim are used. 
A screw 22 is inserted into each of the threaded open 
ings 21. The end of each set screw 22 is shaped to 
mate with a sidewall 23 of the groove 19, and when 
the preferred V-shaped groove is utilized, the ends of 
the set screws will be conical. j 
When two casing assemblies are to be joined, the 

rim of one is slid over the shoulder of the other into 
the position shown in Fig. 4. Then the screws 22 are 
tightened, bringing the shaped ends of the screws into 
Contact with the groove sidewall 23. Further tighten 
ing of the screws produces a component of force act 
ing .parallel to the longitudinal axis of the potentiometer 
which urges the two shells into rigid contact along a 
surface 24 (Fig. 5). This condition may be achieved 
by making the distance from the surface 24 to the center 
line of the V-shaped groove less than the distance from 
the surface 24 to the center line of the opening 21. 
The relation of these dimensions may be seen in Fig. 5 
wherein a shoulder 18 and a rim Z0 are shown rigidly 
coupled together by a screw 22 having its shaped end 
mating with and exerting a force against the surface 
23. 

This arrangement has a number of advantages. In 
previous designs for ganged potentiometers it was the 
practice to connect adjacent elements by screws which 
passed through clearance holes in one element into 
threaded holes in the adjacent element. Then the align 
ment of the elements was dependent on the accuracy 
of the location of the various holes. In the present 
invention the alignment of the shells is controlled by 
the surfaces 24 and by surface 25 on the shoulders 18. 
It is much easier and more economical to maintain thel 
desired accuracy when forming the shoulders and rims 



3 
than it was when aligning and drilling the holes re 
quired by the other methods. 

Another important advantage of the present inven 
tion lies in the fact that the shells may be rotated rela 
tive to one another without requiring removal of the 
screws 22). When two or more resistance elements 
are assembled in a potentiometer it is often necessary 
that certain angular relationships be maintained between 
them. One way of meeting this requirement is to mount 
each resistance element in an individual casing which 
is angularly positionable with respect to the other cas 
ings. in the present invention adjustment is made Very 
simply 4by a slight loosening of the screws 22. There 
the shells may be rotated to any desired angular posi 
tion after which the screws are tightened'7 again form 
ing a rigidv composite casing for the ganged resistance 
elements. l 

The resistance element is contained in the shell or 
casing f7 and in the embodiments illustrated is a part 
of an intermediate housing assembly including a curved 
resistor 3@ and an electrically conducting contact ring 3l, 
both frictionally retained on an electrically insulating 
mounting ring 32 ñtting in a cavity bounded by a cylin 
drical surface 33. it is preferred to make this mounting 
a press fit so thatv the intermediate housing assembly may 
be removed and replaced. The curved resistor 36 may 
consist of a length of insulated resistance wire 34 wound 
on a core 35. The resistance wire may Vbe wound on 
a curved core or it may be wound on a straight core 
which is then formed to the desired curvature. The 
curved resistor Btl is pressed over an outside mounting 
surface of the mounting ring 32 and the contact ring 
3l is pressed into the mounting ring to engage an inner 
mounting surface. The contact ring 3l could have 
a larger diameter than the curved resistor Sil and there 
fore be mounted to the outer surface of the mounting 
ring 32. However, it is usually desired to obtain the 
maximum length of resistance wire and hence the ar 
rangement illustrated is ordinarily utilized. 
The assembly 'consisting of the curved resistor 3@ and 

the insulating ring 32 provides a unit that is easily handled 
and stored. It is during this stage of the manufacturing 
process that any required tap leads are applied to the 
resistance wire intermediate the ends thereof, that sec 
tions of the resistance wire are shorted out when neces 
sary, and that the various tests on resistance tolerances 
and linearity are performed. By this method a manufac 
turer is enabled to produce potentiometers having vari 
ous special characteristics from standardized subassern~v 
blies, thereby avoiding maintenance of a large stock of i 
various types of instruments and also avoiding the usual 
long period of time involved when special items have to 
be made from the beginning. 
The potentiometers of Figs. 1_3 have three terminals 

35, 39, ¿it? for the interconnection of each resistance ele 
ment with an external electric circuit. A potentiometer 
may have more or fewer terminals depending upon the 
particular application of the instrument. Each terminal 
may consist of an electrically conducting stud ¿il extend 
ing through an opening 42 in the shell 3l7. The stud ¿il 
is separated from the shell by an insulating washer 43 
and may be held in place by a suitable cement 44. Ends 
45, ¿i6 of the resistance Wire 34 are connected, as by 
soldering or spot welding, to the bases of the studsîd’, 
4d. 
The contact ring 31 is connected to the terminal 38 

by a conductor 47 which may be a length of wire but 
which is preferably a flat strip of conducting metal which 
may be formed into the desired shape and which will 
rigidly maintain this shape during any vibration and 
shock to which the instrument may be subjected. In 
its preferred form one end of the conductor is clamped 
between the base o-f the stud 4l and the washer 43 and 
the other end is welded or soldered to the` inner surface 
of the Contact ring 31. A slot ¿i8 is provided in the 
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insulating ring for the passage of the conductor 47 and 
serves also to facilitate the friction fit with the cylindrical 
surface 33. A sleeve of insulating material 49 may be 
placed over the conductor to prevent undesired electrical 
contacts with other components. 
Each potentiometer is normally provided with two end 

caps which support the shaft and rotor assembly and 
supply means for mounting the potentiometer to other 
equipment. These end caps ll, l2, Mi have shoulders 
and rims mating with the shoulder il@ or the rim 2@ of the 
shell F47, as required, and they are mounted to a single 
casing assembly or a composite casing assembly in the 
same manner that adjacent shells are connected. 

In the embodiment of Fig. l, the front end cap .ll has 
a hollow boss 52 which extends into the space surrounded 
by the curved resistor 30 and the contact ring 3l. The 
shaft and rotor assembly i3 is rotatably supported within 
this boss by two anti-friction bearings S3, 5d which are 
separated by a spacer 55.. This type of construction 
whereby the waste space within the curved resistor is util~ 
ized to provide a bearing surface results in a smaller axial 
dimension and a reduction in over~all size of the poten 
tiometer. 
When a plurality of casing assemblies llil are mounted 

end-to-end it sometimes becomes necessary to support the 
shaft and rotor assembly near each end thereof. 
an arrangement is shown in Fig. 3, where the shaft and 
rotor assembly 15 is rotatably mounted in anti-friction 
bearings 54, 56. The bearing 56 is inserted into an open 
ing 57 in the end cap 14 and is held in place by a washer 
53 and a drive screw 59. The mounting of the bearing 
54 will be explained in detail, subsequently. 
The shaft andl rotor assembly t3 of Fig. l includes a 

shaft 62 which is positioned within the bearings 53, 54. y 
A sleeve 63 of electrically insulating material is pressed 
over the inner end of the shaft 62. A rotor 64 is 
mounted on the sleeve 63 and is adapted to form an 
electrical circuit between the curved resistor 30 and the 
contact ring 3l, the rotor being angularly adjustable on 
the shaft because of the friction fit between the sleeve 
63 and the shaft. in its preferred form the rotor ismade 
from a single piece of resilient electrically conducting 
material, such as beryllium copper or the like. The 
rotor 64 consists of a central portion with an opening 
and a flange 65 around the opening, and long and short 
opposed arm portions 66, 67. The tip portions of the 
arms 66, 67 may be bent to form a smooth contact sur 
face as seen at points 68, 69 of Fig. l, or blocks of suitable 
contact material 7d, '71 (Fig. 3) may be soldered tothe 
tip portions. The insulation is removed from the re 
sistance wire 34 around the edge 72 of the curved re 
sistor 3G thus enabling the rotor to make electrical con 
tact with the resistance wire.  
The rotor and shaft assembly 15 of Fig. 3 includes a 

longer shaft 73 positioned between the bearings 54, 56. 
Three of the sleeves 63, each carrying a rotor 64, are 
pressed on the shaft 73 in positions corresponding to the 
uninsulated edges of the three curved resistors. 
The tips of the rotor arms are maintained in contact 

with the respective curved resistor and contact rings by 
positioning the shaft 62, '73 so that the arms 66, 67 of 
the rotors are continuously stressed in bending. The 
means for accomplishing the positioning of the shaft ap 
plies equally well to both shafts 62 and 73, and will be 
described in relation to shaft 73 of Fig. 3. The shaft 73 
has a groove 75 in which a U~shaped spring washer or 
snap ring 76 is placed. The bearing 54 is positioned 
against the snap ring 76. A radial hole 7'7 in the end 
cap 11 opens into the interior of the hollow boss 52 and 
>is threaded at its inner end. A set screw '78 having a 
tapered or conical shaped end and which may be identical 
to the screw 22, is inserted into the threaded opening and 
the shaped end of the screw is allowed to extend into 
the interior of the hollow boss and bear against the outer 
race of the bearing 54. The force exerted by the screw 

Such . 
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78 locks the bearing 54 against the surface 79 of the 
cap 11. The forces exerted by the stressed arms 66, 67 
of the rotors 64 press the snap ring against the bearing 
54, thereby fixedly positioning the shaft and rotor as 
sembly axially with respect to the casing assembly. 

It is not necessary in the practice of the invention that 
the rotor 64 have opposed arms. For example it would 
be possible to position two arms side-by-side or even to 
place the contact ring and the curved resistor so they 
could be contacted by the same arm. However, the use 
of opposed arms which are substantially equally stressed 
provides a better balance of forces, reduces the torque 
requirements and allows smoother sliding contacts. 
The fiange 65 of the rotor 64 exerts an axial force on 

the sleeve 63 thereby reinforcing the grip of the sleeve 
on the shaft. This type of rotor also provides another 
manner of controlling the angular relation between re 
sistance elements in a ganged potentiometer. Since the 
rotors are not fixedly mounted to the shaft but are main 
tained in place by the combination of a press fit and the 
spring pressure of the liange 65, the rotors may be ro 
tated relative to the shaft and to each other to obtain 
any desired angular position. The flange pressures are 
such that the rotors will not move relative to the shaft 
during normal operation of the potentiometer. 

Although several exemplary embodiments of the in 
vention have been disclosed and discussed, it will be un 
derstood that other applications of the invention are 
possible and that the embodiments disclosed may be sub 
jected to various changes, modifications and substitutions 
without necessarily departing from the spirit of the in 
vention. 

I claim as my invention: 
l. In a rotary variable resistance device, the combina 

tion of : a casing; insulating means having two concentric 
mounting surfaces, said insulating means being remov 
ably positioned Within said casing and having each of 
said mounting surfaces concentric with the longitudinal 
axis of said casing; a» curved resistor mounted on one of 
said mounting surfaces; and a contact ring of electrically 
conducting material mounted on the second of said con 
centric mounting surfaces. ' 

2. A resistance device as deñned in claim 14 in which 
said rotor means is rotatably adjustable with respect to 
said shaft means. 

3. A resistance device as defined in claim 14 in which 
said rotor means consists of a unitary piece of resilient 
electrical conducting material. 

4. A resistance device as defined in claim 14 in which 
said rotor means consists of a unitary piece of resilient 
material having a contact block adhered to the end por 
tion of each of said arms. 

5. In a rotary variable resistance device, the combina 
tion of: a cylindrical casing having an open end; a cap 
means closing said open end of said cylindrical casing; a 
curved resistor within said casing concentric with the axis 
thereof, there being a zone radially within said curved 
resistor; a hollow boss on said cap means concentric 
with said axis and extending inwardly of said casing to 
a point within said zone; two axially-spaced bearings in 
said hollow boss; a shaft journaled in said spaced bearings 
and providing a portion extending beyond said hollow 
boss; and a rotor mounted on said portion of said shaft, 
said rotor providing a contact portion engaging said 
resistor. 

6. In a rotary variable resistance device, the combina 
tion of: two casing members having respectively inner 
and outer telescoping portions, the inner portion provid 
ing outwardly facing V-groove means having sloping side 
wall means intersecting at the bottom of said V-groove 
means, the outer portion providing a plurality of threaded 
openings with axes respectively displaced on the same 
side from said bottom of said V-groove means and di 
rected toward one sloping sidewall means; a correspond 
ing plurality of screw means having conical shaped ends 
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6 
and respectively rotatable in said threaded openings, said 
ends bearing against said one sloping sidewall, means 
to shift said telescoping portions relative to each other 
when said screws are tightened; a curved resistor in at 
least one of said casing members; a rotatable shaft; means 
for mounting said shaft to turn about the axis of said 
curved resistor; and a rotor carried by said shaft and 
providing contact means engageable with said resistor. 

7. A combination as defined in claim 6 in which said 
casing members respectively provide stop faces engage 
able upon such relative movement of said telescoping por 
tions before said axes of said openings come into align 
ment with said bottom of said V-groove means.4 

8. A combination as deûned in claim 7 in which said 
telescoping portions-are substantially cylindrical in form 
and in which said V-groove means is a single V-shaped 
groove in the inner telescoping portion whereby said cas 
ing members are relatively angularly adjustable by loosen 
ing said screw means. 

9. In a rotary variable resistance device, the combina 
tion of: a cylindrical casing having an outside diameter 
and a shoulder of lesser diameter at one end thereof, said 
lesser diameter shoulder having a circumferential V 
shaped groove; a curved resistor insulatedly mounted 
within said casing; cap means fitted over said shoulder 
and having a plurality of threaded radial openings; and 
a plurality of screw means having conically shaped ends, 
said screw means being inserted into said threaded open 
ings, said conically shaped ends of said screw means 
bearing against only one side of said V-shaped groove 
thereby forcing said cap means against said casing, while 
allowing said casing to be rotatably adjusted with re 
lation to said cap means when said screw means are 

loosened. 
10. A resistance device as defined in claim 9 in which 

said cap means includes a hollow boss extending within 
the space surrounded by said curved resistor, and includ 
ing shaft means rotatably mounted within said boss and 
concentric with said curved resistor. 

11. In a rotary variable resistance device the combi 
nation of: a circular casing having an open end; a curved 
resistor within said casing concentric with the longitudi 
nal axis thereof; a shaft having a rotor engaging said 
resistor; a cap means closing said open end of said cas 
ing, said cap means having a hollow boss through which 
said shaft extends, said hollow boss providing a shoul 
der; an anti-friction 'bearing in said hollow boss adja 
cent said shoulder for journaling said shaft, said bear 
ing having an outside corner on the side away from said 
shoulder, sai-d cap means having'an opening extending 
radially from said hollow boss to the outer surface of 
said cap means, at least the inner portion of said open 
ing being threaded; and screw means having a conically 
shaped end, said screw means being threaded into said 
inner portion of said opening so that said conically 
shaped end bears against said outside corner of said 
bearing to force same against said shoulder. 

l2. In a rotary variable resistance device, the combina 
tion of: a plurality of curved resistors; a corresponding 
plurality of cylindrical shells having outside diameters, 
said shells being positioned end-to-end to form a com» 
posite cylindrical casing, each of said shells supporting 
one of said curved resistors, each of said shells having a 
shoulder of lesser diameter at one end thereof and each 
of said shells having a stop face near its shoulder, said 
lesser diameter shoulder having a circumferential V 
`shaped groove, and each of said shells having a rim at 
the other end thereof fitted rover said shoulder of the 
adjacent shell and engageable with said stop face, said 
rim having more than one threaded radial opening; and 
screw means threaded into said threaded openings, said 
screw means having conically shaped ends bearing against 
only one side of said V-shaped grooves thereby forcing 
said rim into tight contact with said stop face of the 
corresponding shoulder and permitting rotary adjustment 
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offone of said shells relative kto another when said screw 
means are loosened. 

13. In a composite casing for a plurality of variable 
resistors or the like, the combination of: a correspond 
ing plurality of shells, each having a shoulder at one-end 
thereof and a rim at the other end thereof, said shoul 
der having a groove which is transverse to the longi 
tudinal axis of said composite casing, and said .rim 
having more than one threaded radial opening and being 
fitted over said shoulder of another of said shells to form 
a composite casing composed of said plurality of shells 
mounted end-to-end; and screw means having ends shaped 
to mate with one side of said groove, said screw means 
being inserted into said threaded openings so that said 
shaped ends Ibear against saidside ofthe corresponding 
groove to exert an axial force urging adjacent shells into 
tight engagement. 

14. In a rotary variable resistance device, the com 
bination of: a casing; insulating means having two mount 
ing surfaces, said insulating means being removably posi- 2O 
tioned within said casing and having said mounting sur 

l0 

faces concentric with fthe longitudinal axis of said casing; 
a curved resistor mounted on one of said mounting sur~ 
faces; a contactringrof electrically conducting material 
mounted on the secondof said mounting surfaces; shaft 
means rotatably mounted relative to said casing and 
journaled within the space surrounded by said insulating 
means; and rotor means insulatedly mounted to said shaft 
means, said rotor means having arms extending radially 
from said shaft means, the ends of said arms being re 
spectively in contact with said curved resistor and said 
Contact ring. 
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